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1) The following items were discussed with Dr. Eva Conrad
   a) Overview of how we got to the show cause -- 2000, 2006, 2012
      i) COS will be able to fix this as in fall we will walk the talk and live the information we are planning now
      ii) No acronyms with consistency in the language -- ie. goal can only be used for the master plan
   b) Assessment of the planning model
      i) Sub group 1 provides an overview of the elements of the planning cycle
      ii) Good enough planning -- not perfect but what we will use next year. We can assess and change next year.
   c) Review draft of integrated planning at COS 2013
      i) Discussed and gave feedback
      ii) District Goals are in the mission
      iii) From the goals the college with develop District Objectives
      iv) Commission doesn't care if you write good goals or bad goals -- they care about good process
   d) Institutional capacity to manage the institution -- good planning
      i) Build out the template for 10 years with a 10-year calendar
      ii) subgroup 4 will create a governance manual and model
      iii) Senate has given their support
   e) Data -- how do we collect it and what do we do with it
      i) Put a ghost watermark around the master plan to identify the data component?
      ii) Do we understand statistical data enough? Data is also qualitative -- must analyze both quantitative and qualitative in the standards. What we do with the data is what is relevant.
      iii) Hold ourselves accountable to good analysis of data
      iv) Data at the unit level -- is more specific -- ratio of counselors to students etc.